Gala Show

Mind Games
His knack for analytic thinking and science drove him to explore the
unfathomable. Chemistry was his passion, but his laboratory job did not fulfill
him. He began exploring the "chemistry of
people" – and learned how to amaze
them.
www.florianilgen.com
After receiving his doctorate in organic chemistry,
Dr. Florian Ilgen dedicated himself to his new passion:
Understanding the way we think and influencing it. He
felt that he was meant to be on stage. His extraordinary, interactive show, his wit and charm
captivated people. Soon, large companies like SAP,
Daimler, Vodafone, Audi, BMW, Microsoft and many
more noticed the likeable entertainer's skillful mix of
entertainment and facts.
This doctor of chemistry presents an exceptional stage
show, where he explains the rules and mechanisms
behind our choices and uses this knowledge to predict
and influence them. The staunchest skeptics abandon
their theories and readily submit to the experience,
when the men in the audience start telepathically
guessing the women's desires, when Florian Ilgen
foresees zodiac signs, reveals swindlers and reads
mental images.
Florian Ilgen touches your thoughts by putting a spell
on you. He turns every place into his stage, makes
everyone a star, the center of attention and their own
spectator at once. His amusing explanation of our
thought patterns, the power of our minds and our
subconscious is packed into a grandiose, polished and
clever stage performance.

When reason and rationality merge with intuition and
the subconscious, we see a path-breaking performance
which converts the most rational skeptics into fascinated fans.
Book this performance as the headline show for your
event and experience thrilled colleagues and clients,
who will rave on for years.
Client and celebrity voices:
"Pure excitement!"
Annett Willke, Novartis
"You rocked our event."
Dr. Klaus Lorenz, BASF
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